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REASONS
YOUR DISTRICT

Deserves DreamBox

( PLUS ALL THE DATA YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR CASE )

DreamBox Learning® Math is an adaptive, online K–8 math instructional program designed to complement
classroom practice. DreamBox provides in-the-moment insights for educators to make the best instructional
decisions for every student, and gives administrators insights to help evaluate instructional programming.
Here are ten clickable reasons to consider DreamBox for your district:
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Motivating DreamBox offers an engaging, game-like environment that motivates students to persist,
progress, and achieve success. www.dreambox.com/k-8-math-lessons
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Formative DreamBox provides instruction and intervention based on formative feedback
in the moment of learning. www.dreambox.com/white-papers/rti-toolkit
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Aligned DreamBox is aligned to all state standards, Common Core, and Canadian standards to make
learning and teaching easier. www.dreambox.com/standards-alignment

Multilingual DreamBox supports English Language Learners (ELLs) and dual language-immersion programs
with a visual and conceptual learning experience in Spanish and English. www.dreambox.com/spanish
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Flexible DreamBox delivers on-demand and custom professional development (PD) programs designed
to build a deeper understanding of math by refining best practices in pedagogy and creating effective,
standards-based, learner-centric environments. www.dreambox.com/professional-development-services

Rigorous DreamBox provides a challenging, standards-aligned, evidence-based curriculum that
promotes a deeper conceptual understanding of math by encouraging different pathways to solving
problems. www.dreambox.com/video/learning-time-dreambox-virtual-manipulatives
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Proven DreamBox is proven to have a significant impact on student learning outcomes. In fact, the Center for
Education Policy Research (CEPR) at Harvard University identifies a linear correlation between DreamBox usage
and improved scores on the Measures of Academic Progress® (MAP®) assessment. www.dreambox.com/research

Empowering DreamBox helps educators discern how learners are thinking, responding to,
and understanding math so they can more effectively support learning progress while setting
and meeting goals and state standards. www.dreambox.com/video/empowering-educators

Adaptive DreamBox adapts to a student’s actions with every click to meet them at the right level, and respond—
within lessons and between lessons—with personalized instruction that is engaging, rewarding, and promotes
decision-making and strategy development. www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9aGYbsZEaI
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Recognized DreamBox has earned over 40 top education and technology industry awards, including
multiple CODiE, EDDIE, and Return on Education (ROE) Innovation Awards. www.dreambox.com/awards

Find out what 200,000 teachers and more than 5 million students across the U.S., Canada, and Mexico already know.

Visit dreambox.com

Watch a recorded demo to see what makes DreamBox different:

dreambox.com/webinar/demo-day-webinar
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